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ABSTRACT Diverse proprietary network appliances increase both the capital and operational expense of ser-
vice providers, meanwhile causing problems of network ossification. Network function virtualization (NFV)
is proposed to address these issues by implementing network functions as pure software on commodity and
general hardware. NFV allows flexible provisioning, deployment, and centralized management of virtual
network functions. Integrated with SDN, the software-defined NFV architecture further offers agile traffic
steering and joint optimization of network functions and resources. This architecture benefits a wide range
of applications (e.g., service chaining) and is becoming the dominant form of NFV. In this survey, we present
a thorough investigation of the development of NFV under the software-defined NFV architecture, with an
emphasis on service chaining as its application. We first introduce the software-defined NFV architecture
as the state of the art of NFV and present relationships between NFV and SDN. Then, we provide a historic
view of the involvement from middlebox to NFV. Finally, we introduce significant challenges and relevant
solutions of NFV, and discuss its future research directions by different application domains.

INDEX TERMS Software-defined networks, network function virtualization, middlebox, service chain,
network virtualization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current network services rely on proprietary appli-
ances and different network devices that are diverse and
purpose-built [1]–[3]. This situation induces the so-called
network ossification problem, which prevents the operation
of service additions and network upgrades. To address this
issue and reduce capital expenditures (CapEx) and operat-
ing expenditures (OpEx), virtualization has emerged as an
approach to decouple the software networking processing
and applications from their supported hardware and allow
network services to be implemented as software [4]–[6].
Leveraging virtualization technologies, ETSI Industry
Specification Group proposed Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) to virtualize the network functions that
are previously carried out by some proprietary dedicated
hardware [7], [8]. By decoupling the network functions from

the underlaying hardware appliances, NFV provides flexible
provisioning of software-based network functionalities on top
of an optimally shared physical infrastructure. It addresses the
problems of operational costs of managing and controlling
these closed and proprietary appliances by leveraging low
cost commodity servers.

On the other hand, with the development of Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) and as more abstractions are
introduced into network architectures [9]–[11], the trend
of integrating SDN with NFV (the software-defined NFV
architecture) to achieve various network control and manage-
ment goals has seen an noticeable growth. SDNwhen applied
to NFV can help in addressing the challenges of dynamic
resource management and intelligent service orchestration.
Through NFV, SDN is able to create a virtual service envi-
ronment dynamically for a specific type of service chain,
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consequently the dedicated hardware and complex labor work
to provide a new coming service request is avoid. In con-
junction with the use of SDN, NFV further enables real-time
and dynamic function provisioning along with flexible traffic
forwarding.

Software-defined NFV leverages network virtualization
and logically centralized intelligence to minimize the
service providing cost and maximize the utilization of net-
work resource. In this case, the obtained higher resource
utilization will introduce less investigation on the hardware
equipments, which on the other hand simplifies networking
operations. Moreover, by automating current manually inten-
sive network configuration, provisioning, and management,
the time and operation complexity are significantly reduced
and manual errors are dramatically decreased, which offers
better scalability. On the other hand, especially in large-
scale networks, deploying and providing a new kinds of
service usually results in a long and repeated process that
requires long cycles of validation, verifying, and testing.
By automating the control, managing and orchestration
of the NFV related infrastructure, the deploying time
and operation cost for network configuration and opera-
tion changes for these new services will be significantly
shortened.

Service chaining is the main area that software-defined
NFV can play an important role [12], [13]. In the current
networks, a service chain include a set of hardware dedicated
network appliances offering services such as load balancers,
firewall, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), Intrusion Detection
System (IDS), and etc., to support a dedicate networking
processing and applications [14]–[16]. When it comes a new
service requirement, new hardware devicesmust be deployed,
installed and connected by some order, which is extremely
time-consuming, complexity, high-cost and error-prone. This
kind of networking service providing requires dedicate plan
of networking changes and outages, which on the other hand
incurs high OPEX. This situation is exacerbated when a
lot of different kinds of service sequences are dedicated to
different traffic flows by an operator. On the other hand, the
architecture of software-defined NFV is able to simplify the
service chain deployment and provisioning. It enables easier
and cheaper service providing in the local area network,
enterprise networks, data center, and Interent service provider
networks.

This survey introduces the state-of-the-art of NFV
and its main challenges within the software-defined
NFV architecture. Service chaining is highlighted and dis-
cussed as a core application of NFV in different contexts.
We further provide guidelines for future developments of
NFV in various application scenarios. In Section II, we
introduce the software-defined NFV architecture as the state-
of-the-art of NFV and present relationships between NFV
and SDN. Then, we provide a historic view of the involve-
ment from middlebox to NFV in Section III. After survey
the current technology of service chain in Section IV, we
introduce significant challenges and relevant solutions of

NFV in Section V, and discuss its future research directions
by different application domains in Section VI. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK
FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
To reduce CapEx andOpEx introduced by diverse proprietary
appliances, NFV was proposed to exploit and take advantage
of the virtualization technology. NFV allows network opera-
tors and service providers to implement network functions in
software, leveraging standard servers and virtualization tech-
nologies, instead of run on purpose-built hardware. Recent
trends of increased user information demands, explosion of
traffic and diverse service requirements further drive NFV
to be integrated with SDN, forming the software-defined
NFV architecture. This architecture offers great flexibility,
programmability and automation to the operators in service
provisioning and service model.

A. NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
Diverse and fixed proprietary appliances make the service
deployment and testing increasingly difficult. NFV was
proposed as a key technology to benefit IT virtualization
evolution [4]–[6] by separating the hardware network func-
tions from the underlying hardware appliances by transfer-
ring network functions from dedicated hardware to general
software running on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equip-
ments, i.e., virtual machines [17]–[20]. These software
applications are running on standard IT platforms like
high-performance switches, service, and storage. By NFV,
the different network functions can be deployed in differ-
ent locations of the networks such as data-centers, network
nodes, and end-node of network edge as required. Currently,
the market of NFV includes switching elements, network
appliances, network services and applications. Here we sum-
mary the commonly used network functions considered for
NFV [7], [21].

• Network switching elements [22], i.e., Broadband
Network Gateway (BNG), carrier grade NAT,
Broadband remote access server (BRAS), and routers.

• Mobile network devices, i.e., Home Location Register/
Home Subscriber Server (HLR/HSS), Serving GPRS
Support NodeMobility Management Entity
(SGSNMME), Gateway support node/Packet Data
Network Gateway (GGSN/PDN-GW), RNC, NodeB
and Evolved Node B (eNodeB) [23].

• Virtualized home environments [24], [25].
• Tunneling gateway devices, i.e., IPSec/SSL virtual
private network gateways.

• Traffic analysis elements, i.e., Deep Packet Inspec-
tion (DPI), Quality of Experience (QoE) measurement.

• ServiceAssurance, Service Level Agreement (SLA) [26]
monitoring, Test and Diagnostics.

• Next-Generation Networks (NGN) signaling such as
Session Border Controller (SBCs), IP Multimedia
Sub-system (IMS).
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• Application-level optimization devices, i.e., Content
Delivery Network (CDNs) [27], load balancers, cache
nodes, and application accelerators.

• Network security devices, i.e., Firewalls [28], intrusion
detection systems, DOS attack detector, virus scanners,
spam protection, etc.

The major advantage of using NFV is to reduce middle-
boxes deployed in the traditional networks to take the advan-
tages of cost savings and bring flexibility. On the other side,
NFV technology also supports the co-exists of multi-tenancy
of network and service functions, through allowing the usage
of one physical platform for different services, applications,
and tenants.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the NFV framework.

B. NFV FRAMEWORK
ETSI defines the NFV architectural framework (showing
in Fig. 1) enabling virtualized network functions (VNF) to be
deployed and executed on a Network Functions Virtualisation
Infrastructure (NFVI), which consists of commodity servers
wrapped with a software layer that abstracts and logically
partitions them [7], [29]. Above the hypervisor layer, a VNF
is typically mapped to one VM in the NFVI. The deployment,
execution and operation of VNFs on the NFVI are steered
by a Management and Orchestration (M&O) system [30],
whose behaviour is driven by a set of metadata describing the
characteristics of the network services and their constituent
VNFs. The M&O system includes an NFV Orchestrator in
charge of the lifecycle of network services, a set of VNFman-
agers in charge of the lifecycle of the VNFs and a virtualized
infrastructure manager, which can be viewed as an extended
cloud management system responsible for controlling and
managing NFVI resources [31], [32].

C. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS
Software-Defined Network (SDN) is an important and
recently emerging network architecture to decouple the net-
work control from the data forwarding by directly program-
ming [33]–[36]. With its inherent decoupling of control
plane from data plane, SDN offers a greater control of
a network through programming [37], [38]. This combined

FIGURE 2. SDN architecture.

feature would bring potential benefits of enhanced configu-
ration, improved performance, and encouraged innovation in
network architecture and operations. Especially, SDN offers a
promising alternative for traffic steering by programmatically
configuring forwarding rules [39]. Fig. 2 depicts the SDN
architecture [21], [40], [41]. There are three different layers:

• Application Layer: This layer covers an array of applica-
tions focusing on network services, and they are mainly
software applications communicating with the control
layer.

• Control Layer [42]–[44]: As the core of SDN, the control
layer consists of a centralized controller, which logically
maintains a global and dynamic network view, takes
requests from the application layer, and manages the
network devices via standard protocols.

• Data-plane Layer: Infrastructure including switches,
routers and network appliances. In SDN context,
these devices are programmable and support standard
interfaces [45].

The application layer utilizes the northbound APIs to com-
municate with the SDN controller, which enable different
control mechanisms for the networks. The southbound APIs
define the communication interface between the controller
layer and data plane devices, which on the other hand enable
the application to control the forwarding device via this flex-
ible and programmable way.

D. NFV V.S. SDN
NFV and SDN are closely related and highly complemen-
tary to each other. NFV can serve SDN by virtualizing the
SDN controller (which can be regarded as a network func-
tion) to run on cloud, thus allows dynamic migration of the
controllers to the optimal locations. In turn, SDN serves
NFV by providing programmable network connectivity
between VNFs to achieve optimized traffic engineering and
steering [29], [46]. However, NFV and SDN are completely
different from the concepts to the system architecture
and functions, which are summarized by the following
aspects:
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• NFV is a concept of implementing network functions
in software manner, while SDN is concept of achieving
centrally controlled and programmable network archi-
tecture to provide better connectivity.

• NFV aims at reducing CapEx, OpEx, and space and
power consumption, while SDN aims at providing net-
work abstractions to enable flexible network control,
configuration and fast innovation.

• NFV decouples the network functions from the propri-
etary hardware to achieve agile provisioning and deploy-
ment, while SDN decouples the network control plane
from the data plane forwarding to provide a centralized
controller via enabling programmability.

FIGURE 3. Software-defined NFV system.

E. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NFV ARCHITECTURE
The software-defined NFV system is illustrated in Fig. 3.
It consists a control module, forwarding devices and NFV
platform at the edge of the network. The logic of packet
forwarding is determined by the SDN controller and is
implemented in the forwarding devices through forwarding
tables. Efficient protocols, e.g., Openflow [47]–[51]), can be
utilized as standardized interfaces in communicating between
the centralized controller and distributed forwarding devices.
The NFV platform leverages commodity servers to imple-
ment high bandwidth NFs at low cost. Hypervisors run on
the servers to support the VMs that implement the NFs.
This platform allows customizable and programmable data
plane processing functions such as middlebox of firewalls,
IDSes, proxies, which are running as software within virtual
machines, where NFs are delivered to the network operator
as pieces of pure software.

The SDN controller [43], [44], [52], [53] and the NFV
orchestration system compose the logical control module.
The NFV orchestration system is in the charge of provi-
sioning for virtualized network functions, and is controlled
by the SDN controller through standard interfaces. After
obtain the network topology and policy requirements, the
control module computes the optimal function assignments
(assigning network functions to certain VMs) and translates
the the logic policy specifications into optimized routing
paths. The function assignments are enforced by the NFV

orchestration system and the controller steer the traffic trav-
eling through the required and appropriate sequence of VMs
and forwarding devices by installing forwarding rules into
them.

III. FROM MIDDLEBOX TO NFV
While NFV receives a large amount of attentions from both
the industry and academic world, the idea of decoupling
the software layer and the underlying hardware has been
around for many years. Though NFV does not limit in vir-
tualizing middleboxes, the concept of NFV was initiated in
the context of middlebox. In this section, we introduce the
evolution from traditional purpose-built middlebox to NFV,
during which consolidated middlebox and software-defined
middlebox acted as transitional paradigms.

A. MIDDLEBOX OVERVIEW
Amiddlebox, also named network appliance, is a networking
forwarding or processing device that transmits, transforms,
filters, inspects, or control network traffic for purposes of net-
work control and management [2], [54]–[56]. A middlebox
service or function is a method or operation performed by
a network device that needs specific intelligence about the
applications. Typical examples of middleboxes, i.e., network
appliance, include network address translators that modify
packets’ destination and source addresses, and firewalls that
filter unwanted or malicious traffic, and The following are
commonly deployed middleboxes [57]:

1) Network Address Translator (NAT) [58]: NAT is
utilized to replace the source and/or destination
IP addresses of certain packets that traverse over it.
Typically, NAT is deployed to share a single
IP address by multiple end hosts, i.e., computers: hosts
‘‘behind’’ the NAT are assigned a private IP address,
and their packets destined to Internet will traverse the
NATmiddlebox that replaces their private address with
the public address to communicate with the public
Internet.

2) Firewall (FW) [28]: Firewall is utilized to filter traf-
fic according to a set of pre-defined security policies
by rejecting packets with specific fields headers of
the IP and transport, or using more complex policies
of inspecting packets at the application and session
layer.

3) Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [59]: IDS is utilized
to monitoring the network to detect security anomalies.
Since it does not filter data in real-time, they usu-
ally are capable of more complex packet processing
than hte middlebox of firewalls that need to made the
accept/reject decision when the packet arrives.

4) Load Balancer (LB) [60]: The middlebox of network
load balancer is to split network traffic across multiple
different servers, with the aims of optimizing resource
use, minimizing network response time, maximizing
system throughput, and avoiding overload of other
resource.
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5) WANOptimizer:WANOptimizer improves bandwidth
consumption and shorten network transmission latency
between different endpoint in the WAN. Typically,
they are deployed near the sending or receiving com-
munication host, and then cache and compress traffic
passing by.

6) Flow Monitor (FM): The middlebox of flow monitor
is utilized to collect information of the flows in the
network for the utilization of traffic analysis or trouble
shooting. It is widely utilized in the data center or
service providers’ networks.

B. CONSOLIDATED MIDDLEBOX
Traditionally, a new type of middlebox was usually emerging
as a solution for some specific need, then integrated into the
network of infrastructure by the widely deployment. This
deployment approach leads to significant inefficiency in the
use and management of infrastructure hardware resources.
Prior to NFV, researchers turned to the age-old idea of con-
solidation to address the above challenges by systematically
re-architecting middlebox infrastructure to exploit opportu-
nities for consolidation [1], [61]–[63]. Now, we provide an
overview for the efforts on consolidating middleboxes, which
are precursors to the current NFV paradigm.

1) CoMb [61]
To address the important resource management and con-
trolling problems that arise in exploiting the benefits of
middlebox deployment, CoMb is proposed by consolidating
individual middleboxes through decoupling the software and
hardware, which enables software-based implementations of
middlebox to deploy and run on a the general and consoli-
dated hardware platform. On the other hand, CoMb consol-
idates the management of different middlebox into a single
centralized controller, which takes a unified and network-
wide configurations and controlling for policy requirements
across the overall traffic and applications. This is in con-
trast to today’s approach where the middleboxs is controlled
and managed separately. CoMb addressed these important
resource control and management challenges, which results
in reducing network provisioning cost and overhead in the
deployment and operation of middlebox devices.

2) APLOMB [1], [62]
APLOMB is proposed to enable the traffic processing in the
third-party middlebox device and service providers running
in the data centers and cloud. APLOMB allows enterprise
networks, as well as individual end hosts, to tunnel their
traffic to and from a cloud service, which applies middlebox
processing to their traffic. In this way, it avoids the costly and
management cost of administering middleboxes in a local-
region network.

3) INTEGRATE MIDDLEBOXES INTO NETWORK [63]
There has been a trend to reduce the middleboxes by deploy-
ing the network services and related processing into the

network forwarding devices like switch/router’s computing
modules or separate server and machines. Following such
idea, [63] is proposed to remove the dedicated hardware mid-
dleboxes and move the related network processing services
on network platform and standard servers. In order to provide
efficient in-network services on top of various processing
modules in the network devices, they proposed a flexible
control system that integrate the network processing modules
and forwarding devices in an automated way.

C. SOFTWARE-DEFINED MIDDLEBOX
As SDN evolves, the principles of abstracting the archi-
tecture of network from the control and data plane have
been investigated in various contexts. This idea introduces
some unique opportunities for the development of middle-
boxes [64]. Inspired by the idea of SDN, some researchers
proposed a software-defined middlebox and corresponding
networking architecture, with the aim of providing fine-
grained and programmable control over the Middlebox state
and network forwarding. Now, we summary an overview of
the software-defined middleboxes.

1) ENABLING MIDDLEBOX INNOVATION [56]
Ref. [56] is an early effort on designing software-centric
middlebox, which runs on general-purpose hardware plat-
forms controlled andmanaged through openAPIs. A research
agenda is proposed with the target of manage a single or an
ensemble of middleboxes. To enable fast middlebox innova-
tion, this work explore an approach through three different
strategies: software-centric implementations of middlebox
that decouple hardware from the software; multiple software-
based middlebox are implemented on a shared general
hardware platform; and, finally centralized controlling and
management with open APIs to provide, control and manage
the deployment of the middlebox.

2) OpenMB [65]
OpenMB consists of somehow modified middleboxes by
exposing a southbound API for importing/exporting the com-
plicate states of middlebox, where the centralized controller
implements the open API to define how state can be set and
accessed. OpenMB-enabled middleboxes allow a variety of
dynamic scenarios to be realized without influence on the
correctness or performance of middleboxes, which is crucial
to continued innovation in software-defined middlebox.

3) xOMB [66]
xOMB (Extensible Open MiddleBox) provides pro-
grammable, flexible and scalable middleboxes on the plat-
form of general hardware like servers and operating systems
to achieve high efficiency flow controlling. It utilize
general programmable processing approaches with
user-defined modules for network packet parsing, data trans-
forming, and flow forwarding. By these design, xOMB
shows how middleboxes can be utilized to support different
services.
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IV. SERVICE CHAINING
Service chaining is an important model for network service
providers, in which NFV plays an important role. It is utilized
to organize the service function deployment, where the ability
of specifying an ordered list of service processing for the
service’s traffic flows [67] is provided. A chain defines the
required processing or functions and the corresponding order
that should be applied to the data flow. These chains require
integration of service policy and the above applications to
achieve optimal resource utilization.

Traditional service chaining mainly rely on manual con-
figuration which is tedious, error-prone and clumsy. SDN
provides new capability steer traffic dynamically based on
user requirements. However, hardware-based middleboxes
limit the benefit of SDN due to their fixed functionalities
and deployment. NFV is a good enabler for SDN. With the
ability of dynamic function provisioning offered by NFV and
the centralized control of SDN, new opportunities emerge
in service chaining. Better performance and resource uti-
lization can be achieved with the software-defined NFV
architecture.

A. SDN&MIDDLEBOX BASED SERVICE CHAINING
SDN offers the flexible control approach and enables
dynamic traffic forwarding, and these style of traffic control
for middlebox-specific flow can realize flexible and efficient
service chaining with no need to generate any placement or
introduce some constraints on middleboxes, which are on the
other hand easily supported by current SDN standards [73].
Three are some important works in this topic, which are
introduced below.

1) SYMPLE [74]
SYMPLE (Software-defIned Middlebox PoLicy Enforce-
ment) is a software-defined policy enforcement layer for
traffic steering. It enables the network managers and opera-
tors to specify a high-level abstractions of logical middlebox
routing policy, and it then further automatically translates the
policy into control rules with the knowledge of the physical
network topology, forwarding device capacities, and resource
constraints of the whole networks. Without modifying any
middleboxes and network devices, SYMPLE offers efficient
data plane for packet processing, and automatically dealing
with specifiable packet modifications, which is more mod-
est compared to ongoing and parallel work developing new
visions for SDN or middleboxes.

2) StEERING [75]
StEERING, short for SDN inlinE sERvices and forward-
iNG, is a scalable framework for dynamically routing traf-
fic through any sequence of middleboxes. With simple
centralized configuration, StEERING can explicitly steer
different types of flows through the desired set of mid-
dleboxes, scaling at the level of per-subscriber and per-
application policies. Built on top of SDN, StEERING can

support efficient forwarding for a large number of applica-
tions and subscribers.

3) FLOWTAG [76]
The dynamic, traffic-dependent, and hidden actions of mid-
dleboxes make it hard to systematically enforce and verify
network-wide policies, and to do network diagnosis. Flowtag
is a complement for SDN based service chaning approaches,
dealing with the dynamic changes imposed by middleboxes.
FlowTags-enhanced middleboxes export tags to provide the
required network context. On the other hand, the SDN con-
trollers is able to configure the operations of tag generation
and consumption by the FlowTags APIs. These operations
benefit restore bindings between packets and their origins,
and guarantee that packets of flow follow policy-required
paths. This approach requires minimal changes in middle-
boxes and the overhead of FlowTags is comparable to tradi-
tional SDN mechanisms.

B. SERVICE CHAINING IN THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED
NFV ARCHITECTURE
SDN and NFV together have the potential to benefit ser-
vice operators satisfy user service level agreements, accu-
rately monitor and control network traffic, which further
reduces the minimize operating cost [77]. On one hand,
NFV moves network functions out of dedicated hardware
boxes to the software based on general hardware plat-
form. On the other hand, SDN moves control functions
out of the hardware and places it in the software con-
troller. Therefore, the service deployment and service chains
can be provided and reconfigured in the controller. In this
scenario, not only flexible and dynamic operations are
allowed, the chance for operation error and events will be
much smaller because the network controller has an overall
view, which benefits reducing the probability of inconsistent
configurations.

Moving the required network functions into software
means that deploying the service chain no longer requires
acquiring dedicated middlebox. In this case, the network
functions execute as the software running on virtual machines
with the control of a hypervisor, which enable flexibil-
ity computational and networking resource provision. Thus,
since the computational capacity can be increased when it
is required, there’s no need to over-provision. On the other
hand, software-defined NFV service chaining also benefits
the network upgrade process. For geographically distributed
networks, upgrading network devices requires a large amount
of cost. Moreover, the error happening in the network updates
and re-configuration can bring down the entire network may
outage on interconnecting providers’ networks. However,
with the software-defined NFV, service providers is able
to create new chains without radically changing hardware.
Finally, service operator can utilize these service chaining
techniques to placing themselves, instead of the third party
provider. With intelligent service chaining, complexity of
resource provisioning is significantly reduced. Thus service
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providers can deliver services on demand without the help of
third parties.

The software-defined NFV architecture is still in research
phase. A unified control and orchestration framework is
required to integrate the SDN controller, forwarding elements
and virtual network functions. Moreover, due to the exis-
tence of dynamic function and resource provisioning, this
framework should also provide coordinated control of both
network forwarding state and network functions’ states [78].
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the service chaining process.
Taking user policies as inputs, the control module assigns the
NFs fulfilling these services in an optimal way and mean-
while the optimal routing paths of all policies are selected
taking account of the resource constraints. Then the service
functions are chained by the centralized controller and the
traffic flows are steered according to the service chains.

FIGURE 4. Service chaining in the software-defined NFV architecture.

V. CHALLENGES AND PROBLEMS OF NETWORK
FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
NFV is an important innovation and a promising approach for
the service operators and providers. However, it also faces
several challenges. In this section, the corresponding chal-
lenges, open problems, and related solutions are summarized
with the classification organized in Table 1.

A. FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
The virtualized functions should meet performance require-
ments to support packet processing at line-rate for multiple
tenants [29], [79]. First, since neither the hypervisors nor the
virtual machines have been optimized for the processing of
middlebox, obtaining high performance, i.e., high I/O speed,
fast packet processing, short transmission delays, etc, from
standard servers is the main challenge for function virtual-
ization. Further, as a server may implements a large amount
of functionality, their platforms should host a wide range of
virtual machine and software packages. Finally, NFV hard-
ware and software platforms should support multi-tenancy,
because they are concurrently run by software belonging to
the different operators. These co-located VNFs should be
isolated not only from a security but also a performance point

of view. Below we discuss some important related works on
function virtualization.

1) DPDK [80]
DPDK is a set of libraries and drivers for fast packet process-
ing for the network functions. It could be run on a wide range
of processors. However, the DPDK system has some limi-
tation to support virtualization, and it along cannot support
flexible, high performance functionality in the environment
of NFV.

2) NetVM [81]
NetVM is a software platform for running diversity network
functionality at line-speed based on the general commodity
hardware. It takes advantage of DPDK’s high throughput
packet processing capabilities, and further enables flexible
traffic steering and overcomes the performance limitations of
hardware switching. Thus, It provides the capability to sup-
port network functions chains by flexible, high-performance
network elements.

3) ClickOS [57], [82]
ClickOS is a high-performance, virtualized software network
function platform. It provides small, booting quickly, and
little delay virtual machines, and over one hundred of them
can be concurrently run while guaranteeing ine-rate pipe on
the general commodity server. To achieve high performance,
ClickOS relies an extensive overhaul of Xen’s I/O subsystem
to speed up the networking process in middleboxes. ClickOS
is proof that software solutions alone are enough to signif-
icantly speed up virtual machine processing, to the point
where the remaining overheads are dwarfed by the ability to
safely consolidate heterogeneous middlebox processing onto
the same hardware.

B. PORTABILITY
The NFV framework is expected to support the loading,
executing and moving VNFs across different but standard
servers in multi-vendor environments. This capability is
known as portability [83]. These virtualized network func-
tions defeats the portability goal and key benefits of NFV,
namely the capability ofmulti-tenancy and resource isolation.
Furthermore, once instantiated, a NF leveraging SR-IOV can-
not be migrated to another server. The portability challenge is
how to achieve high performance leveraging hardware accel-
erators and at the same time have hardware independent NFs.
This approach ensures that the VNFs are OS-independent
and resource isolation is also guaranteed since the VNFs are
executed on independent VMs and are decoupled from the
underlying OS by the hypervisor layer.

C. STANDARD INTERFACES
NFV rely on existing infrastructure to touch the customer.
In this case, it is also highly unlikely that a upgrade of
the physical network or entire operational support systems
will be feasible. This is a management software integration
challenge with the interfaces between NFV and underlying
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TABLE 1. NFV challenges.

infrastructure [84], [85]. On the other hand, the interfaces
between the centralized controller and VNFs should also be
standardized. To smoothly bridge NFV with upper and lower
layers, the VNFs and the underlaying computing platform
should be described by standard templates that enable flexible
controlling and management. Thus, north- and south-bound
need to be developed. North-bound interactions are used to
control and manage functions to different types of instances,
e.g., physical servers, VM and VNFs. Since network func-
tions need service-oriented APIs to be controlled directly
or indirectly, each network service has a specific operation
policy and SLA. Moreover, VNFs could use the north-bound
API for the requests. On the other hand, the south-bound
API are utilized to communicate with the NFVI and request
information from other framework entities. Thus, how to
design a flexible and efficiency API for both the north-bound
and south-bound communications are important problems in
the research and development of NFV technologies.

D. FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT
Fine-grained deployment, control and management of net-
work functions are needed in the context of NFV-enabled
network nodes, for various optimization purposes [86]–[88].
Thus, many challenges are related to algorithm and system
design regarding of function deployment.

One of these challenges is to automatically provide net-
work and function process resources according to the usage
of the resources involved [89]. A similar and probably
even more important challenge is to achieve automatic
placement and allocation of the VNFs, since the place-
ment and assignment of the VNFs significantly impact

the performance of service chaining [87], [88]. Both auto-
mated provisioning and placement require a global view
of the resources and a unified control and optimization
system with various optimization engines running in it.
Another issues is to translate higher-level policies, which
is generated from the resource allocation and optimiza-
tion mechanisms, into lower level configurations [90], [91].
Templates and standards should be developed to guarantee
automated and consistent translation. For example, when
there is a need to achieve high-level goal of reducing the
networking transmission delay, the optimization engine may
require an algorithm to provision and place virtual functions
ensuring that the least overall transmission delay is achieved.
Conversely, when we require to achieve the minimum max-
imum link utilization, it would need a different optimization
engine with a different algorithm. For more effective opera-
tion and control, the optimization approach should support
real-time swap to make provisioning and placements that
dynamically match the high-level policies from the operator
and application.

E. TRAFFIC STEERING
SDN offers new agility of traffic steering by allowing the
network operators and service providers to specify a logical
control policy, and then it automatically translates this into
data plane forwarding rules. Prior to this, the routing paths are
carefully selected by the optimization framework taking into
account the physical topology, link capacities, and network
resource constraints. Solid work has been done on traffic
steering in hardware based middlebox systems. However,
in the software-defined NFV architecture, traffic steering is
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jointly optimized with NF deployment that can achieve better
composition. However, the unified optimization paradigm
also makes the optimization problem difficult to solve since
more variables are introduced and twisted. To achieve online
computing of traffic steering, heuristic algorithms should be
designed to reduce the computing complexity.

VI. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Software-defined NFV technology is in the usage of delivery
significant benefits in niche applications today, while its full
scale use and benefits have yet to be achieved. In this section,
we look at what should happen in the next phase of software-
defined NFV development following the journey and suc-
cess the concept has enjoyed so far. We describe the major
domains that are expected to dominate the software-defined
NFV scenario over next few years.

A. CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing [92]–[94] enable globally distributed ser-
vices and enterprises to quickly deploy, manage and opti-
mize their computing infrastructure dynamically. Partitioning
or replicating a service across multiple globally distributed
instances allow these services to move closer to the users
thus providing richer user experiences, avoid infrastructure
bottlenecks, and implement fault tolerance [35], [95]–[98].

NFV is an enabler of such dynamic service provisioning.
By replacing service elements with virtual network func-
tions, New functions can be added or improved by updat-
ing a software image, rather than waiting for a vendor to
develop andmanufacture a dedicated appliance. Furthermore,
while integrated with SDN, service providers can express and
enforce application traffic management policies and appli-
cation delivery constraints at the required level of granu-
larity [89], [99], [100].

NFV allows service providers to provide better
services to the users by dynamically changing their deploy-
ment topologies or traffic allocations based on user access
patterns, user mobility, infrastructure load characteris-
tics, infrastructure failures and many such situations that
may cause service degradation, disruption or churn [85].
Similarly, replicated service instances might need to be
moved/instantiated/released to mask infrastructure failures,
load conditions, or optimize the deployment based on access
patterns and social interaction graphs. NFV, as well, can
provide intelligent infrastructure support for such dynamic
service deployment scenarios. Moreover, since NFV offers
good support for multi-tenant usage, it is available for wide
area dynamic multi-cloud environments that can be shared
by multiple providers to implement their specific distributed
service delivery contexts.

Below we enlist some important pioneering works trying
to implement NFV in clouds.

1) CloudNFV [101]
CloudNFV is a multi-vendor consortium, which mainly aims
to build an unified data model that incorporates data and

policies of services and resources, in addition to orchestration
process. It aims to decouple the creation of management
information from theway it is presented. CloudNFV concerns
two challenges of NFV orchestration in cloud, namely to
embed services and network functions into physical/virtual
infrastructures and the trade-off between automating SLA
and price negotiation.

2) THE REALTIME CLOUD [102]
The realtime cloud relies on combing cloud, NFV and service
provider SDN. Together, these technologies together enables
more fluid, more dynamic and more responsive to new ser-
vice needs. By enabling efficient control and management,
and orchestration across network resources and applications,
network-enabled Cloud, NFV and SDN together are able
to help operators ensure they provide efficient and scale
services.

3) CLOUDBAND [103]
CloudBand is Alcatel’s end-to-end NFV solution and plat-
form. Being open and multi-vendor, it supports the strin-
gent needs of carriers and speedup the evolution to NFV.
By introducing the CloudBand ecosystem, Alcatel is making
it available to the NFV community for free with the goal
of fostering collaboration and experimentation, which enable
to accelerate NFV adoption and create new business and
application opportunities.

B. MOBILE NETWORK
On the other hand, NFV considers all network functions
for virtualization through well-defined standards, i.e., in
mobile network, NFV targets at virtualizing mobile core
network and the mobile-network base station [104]–[111].
NFV also benefits data centers owned by mobile service
providers [112], including mobile core network, access net-
working and mobile cloud networks.

For the core networks, which is the most important part
of mobile networks [113], [114], NFV allows the cellular
providers to adopt a network more akin to the data centers,
which consist of a fabric simple forwarding devices, with
most functionality executed in commodity servers that are
close to the base stations. Some network functions can even
be fulfilled by packet-processing rules installed directly in
the switches [105], [108], [110]. In the system, a logically-
centralized controller is able to steer the network traffic
through the required network functions to realize service
chaining.

For the access networks, the base station is also consid-
ering to utilize the virtuliazation technology [118], [119].
Thus, SDN and NFV are applied to the wireless access
networks [115]–[117], [120] to sharing their remote base-
station infrastructure to achieve better coverage and services
with the minimum investment of CAPEX and OPEX.

C. ENTERPRISE NETWORK
NFV will no doubt to be widely utilized in the enterprise
[122]–[125]. Network managers would like to consume as
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much or as little of the network as they need, but there is a
gap betweenwhat enterprise customerswant andwhat service
providers can offer today, which can be address by NFV.
It enables the dynamic provisioning of virtual network
services on commodity servers within minutes instead of
months.

NFV for the enterprise will require their platform to
becomemore comfortable embracing software L4-7 services,
as well as changes in their operation models. An under-
standing of how to optimize performance with DPDKs, and
potentially even looking at programmable hardware, will be
needed as well. Another challenge is the time and process it
takes to re-architect monolithic services appliances that were
predominantly deployed for north-south traffic. This can be
achieved by the way that there may be manymore appliances,
but each supporting smaller workloads and be optimized for
east/west traffic.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigate a comprehensive overview of
NFVwithin the software-definedNFV architecture.We intro-
duce NFV its relationship with SDN. We also look at the
history of NFV, presenting howmiddleboxes evolve to virtual
network functions. In particular, we choose service chain-
ing as a typical application of NFV. Furthermore, software-
defined NFV challenges and possible solutions are presented.
Finally, promising research areas are illustrated and future
directions are presented.
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